Toulouse, June 28th, 2013. Oreakids, French publisher of edutainment applications is pleased to announce the availability of « Fantastic Dinosaurs HD », interactive encyclopedia developed for iPad™, in English, French and Spanish language.

Fantastic Dinosaurs HD is an interactive encyclopedia which allows you to discover like never before 130 dinosaurs and prehistorical animals.

Features :
- 130 dinosaurs, pterosaurs and other prehistorical animals with a detailed sheet
- Names of the dinosaurs read outloud, with a high-quality sound
- A Mesozoic era timeline
- 95 360° interactive views including 30 views showing combats of dinosaurs
- Nearly 1000 HD photos with a realistic rendering
- 130 HD photos for the size comparison between a dinosaur and a man / a child
- A size comparison area for dinosaurs from the same family
- 24 questions most frequently asked by children and answers
- A quick access area and a multicriteria search area
- 3 languages (English, French & Spanish) configurable from the application
- A simple interface fully optimized for iPad

360° VIEWS
The application features 95 360° views including 30 views which allow you to watch dinosaurs combats from all angles.
**Simple and optimized interface**
The application has been optimized for children with a simplified interface, but the older ones will also be delighted! A quick access area allows you to list the dinosaurs according to simple criterias: period, location or dinosaurs family.

**High quality photos**
Fantastic Dinosaurs HD is the first encyclopedia about dinosaurs that exploits the new iPad Retina screen. You will discover high quality photos showing precisely dinosaurs skin and color.

**Detailed sheet**
For each animal you will find a description sheet with HD pictures optimized for the Retina screen, 360° views, size comparisons with human beings (adult and children) and much more information.

**Security & Airplane mode**
There are no in-app purchases or advertisements in Fantastic Dinosaurs HD. Moreover, you can download the whole content at once. Thus your children can use our app in "Airplane mode", without any internet connection.
Thanks
Thanks to Éléna, Mathis, Satine, Milo, Madden, Roméo, Alexis, Margot and Charlie, the Oreakids team children, and thanks to all the others, all of those who have tested and approved the application.

We also wish to thank Raul Lunia who designed the fantastic 3D dinosaurs’ models that we use inside the application.

Languages:
- English, French and Spanish

Minimum configuration:
- Compatible with iPad™
- iOS 4.3 or newer for iPad™ required

Age: 4+

Price and availability:
Fantastic Dinosaurs HD costs $3.99 (or equivalent according to the currency) and it is available worldwide on the App Store into the « Education » category.

Direct link Appstore:

Dedicated website: http://www.oreakids.com
Contact: info@oreakids.com - +33 (5) 62 16 64 74